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considerations. In particular, the hole may be
shared equally by the six nearest-neighbor oxygen

ions which would, of course, exhibit cubic symme-

try. To account for the observed axial symmetry,
one may invoke a Jahn-Teller-type distortion. In

any event, it is apparent that the V, [Li]', and

[Na] defect centers are obviously similar in nature
in MgO, CaO, and SrO, and presumably the correct
model would have to account for the properties of
this entire class of defect centers.
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The frequencies of certain normal modes of vibration of the graphite lattice have been studied

on samples of high-quality pyrolytic graphite by coherent, inelastic-neutron-scattering techniques.
Some of the data are not compatible with certain restrictions imposed by the valence-bond
model as presented by Young and Koppel. Therefore, the data have been analyzed in terms of
a simple axially symmetric, Born-von Klrmln force-constant model. The results show that
appreciable interactions exist between third nearest neighbors in the basal plane. The force
model has been used to calculate afrequencydistributionfunction and the lattice specific heat of
graphite. These calculations are in excellent agreement with the specific heat measured for
natural graphite in the temperature range 1.5-300'K.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the forces between the atoms
in graphite are extremely anisotropic' '; those be-
tween adjacent basal planes are about two orders
of magnitude smaller than the forces between neigh-
boring atoms in the same plane, which are com-
parable to the exceptionally strong interatomic
forces existing in diamond. In fact these inter-
planar forces are so weak that it is necessary to
handle a crystalline graphite sample carefully in
order to avoid cracking it or cleaving flakes from
its (001) faces. Consequently, the vibrational
modes, which correspond to the displacements of
atoms relative to others on the same basal plane,
have very high frequencies, whereas modes in
which the basal planes move essentially as rigid
units have quite low frequencies.

These lower-frequency modes were studied with
neutron-coherent- inelastic- scattering techniques
by Dolling and Brockhouse. The major difficulty
of any such study on graphite is the lack of large
single-crystal samples. At present only pyrolytic
graphite samples consisting of very thin (-1 p, )
graphite crystallites randomly oriented about a
common c axis are available. Thus, as discussed
by Dolling and Brockhouse, ' essentially the only
portion of the phonon dispersion relation that can
be studied unambiguously by coherent-neutron-
scattering measurements is that corresponding to
the longitudinal modes propagating along the [001]
direction. However, they were able to obtain limit-
ed information about the lowest-frequency transverse
modes propagating along the same direction.

Since the time of this earlier work the quality of pyro-
lytic graphite has improved considerably. It is
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now possible to obtain large samples having -0.4

angular spread of the c axis, compared to the -5'
spread of the samples used previously. Thus we

considered it desirable to investigate the possibility
of extending the work of Dolling and Brockhouse.
In particular as a result of a study of the lattice
dynamics of several hexagonal metals ' it became
apparent to us that vibrational modes, having wave

vectors in but polarization vectors normal to the
basal plane ( the TA, and TO, modes), can be very
isotropic at small wave vectors. If this isotropy
also exists in graphite, a rotation about the c axis,
thereby simulating the effects of the orientation
randomness of pyrolytic graphite, merely moves
the dispersion surface for these modes parallel to
itself. Since the neutron-scattering geometry gen-
erally used to study these modes uniquely defines

Iq 1, the magnitude of the wave vector, a measure-
ment of frequency vs Iq I could be carried out to
determine the shape of this dispersion surface for
small Iql . It was hoped that such a measurement
could yield the first direct information about the
range of the interatomic forces in the basal plane.
Actually it has been possible to measure well-de-
fined neutron groups for wave vectors with magni-
tudes corresponding to the Brillouin-zone boundary
in the [100] direction, i.e. , the M point. In addi-
tion it has been possible to obtain limited informa-
tion about the longitudinal modes propagating in the
basal plane.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The measurements were performed with a triple-
axis neutron spectrometer located at the Oak Ridge

High Flux Isotope Reactor. The (002) planes of Be
crystals were used as monochromator and analyzer
and Soller slits (40 horizontal angular resolution)
were placed before and after the sample. The sam-
ple crystal was oriented with the c axis in the plane
of scattering. Four different scattering configura-
tions were used in the measurements, three of
which are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The re-
ciprocal lattice of pyrolytic graphite consists of the
reciprocal lattice of the ideal graphite structure,
rotated about the [001] direction (the c axis) to
produce smeared-out "rings" of reciprocal-lattice
points except along the [001] direction itself. The
rings shown in Fig. 1 represent the 110- and 100-
type reciprocal-lattice points after such a rotation.
The scattering plane contains the c axis, the incident
neutron wave vector ko, and the scattered neutron

p
wave vector k

For configuration I, constant-Q measurements
were carried out with the scattered neutron energy
E fixed at approximately 6 THz. In this configura-
tion the frequencies of the longitudinal modes prop-
agating along the c direction can be measured un-
ambiguously as a function of wave vector. The

results obtained for the acoustic modes LA and the

lowest-frequency optic modes LO are shown in

Fig. 6. The present measurements give frequencies
which are slightly lower than those obtained pre-
viously. ' This difference is undoubtedly due to the

larger mosaic spread of the sample used in the
earlier work which gave rise to contributions to the
observed neutron groups from the higher-frequency
modes that have wave vectors slightly off the [001]
direction.

With configuration II, constant-Q measurements
were carried out, also with E fixed at 6 THz, to
determine the frequencies of the transverse acous-
tic modes and the lowest-frequency optic modes

propagating along the [001] direction. Hereafter
these will be called the TA(0, 0, t') and TO(0, 0, f)
modes. As indicated by the dashed arrows in Fig.
1, the wave-vector component perpendicular to the
scattering plane is not well defined in this experi-
ment because any point on the 110 ring is an origin
for a wave vector. In addition, the finite q resolu-
tion of the instrument permits the observation of
scattering by phonons with wave vectors in the scat-
tering plane but which are also inclined to the [001]
direction. However, one expects the frequencies
of the transverse (0, 0, f) modes to be lower than

those of all other modes observable in this configu-
ration, since these other modes involve a distortion
of the very stiff basal plane. It should be pointed
out that the structure factors for the TA(0, 0, g) and

TO(0, 0, 1) modes alternate between 0 and 1 in suc-
cessive Brillouin zones along c, such that only one
of the branches is visible in a given zone. Thus
as the frequency is scanned in a constant-Q experi-
ment one should observe no phonon scattering below

vr(t ), the frequency corresponding to the visible

C AXIS
Iql

FIG. 1. Reciprocal-space diagram for pyrolytic graph-
ite showing three of the neutron-scattering configurations
used in the present work.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of a calculated and measured
constant-Q scan of the TO(00&) branch for f = 0.

transverse mode with the wave vector q = (0, 0, Z)
x 2v/c. Then as vr(Z) is reached in the scan, a
rapid increase in the scattering is expected. Above
vr(Z) the scattering by phonons having wave vectors
inclined to the [001] direction dominates. However,
the intensity of this scattering will decrease (slowly)
with increasing v, primarily because of the frequency-
dependent factors in the neutron-scattering cross
section, viz. ,

although the polarizations of the phonons involved
and the magnitude of the instrumental q resolution
in the scattering plane also are important. The
net result is that the maximum of the intensity dis-
tribution of neutrons obtained in a configuration-
II experiment always occurs at a frequency which
is slightly higher than vr(t').

A detailed numerical calculation of the intensity
distribution expected for TO(0, 0, t') at t =0 has been
carried out and is described in the Appendix. The
result of this calculation is compared to the experi-
mental data in Fig. 2. The background level as-
sumed in the comparison (the dotted line in Fig. 2)
is dictated by some general qualitative results,
obtained from several such calculations, concerning
the amount of true one-phonon scattering expected
at frequencies well above vr(Z) At present . the
source of the increasing background level below
1 ~ 0 THz is not known. The general shapes of several
calculated intensity distributions were rather insen-
sitive to the value chosen for v~, although obviously
the peak positions varied with v~. The value used
in the calculation illustrated in Fig. 2 is 1.35 THz.

Qn the basis of the excellent agreement obtained
between the calculated and experimental results as

shown in Fig. 2, we conclude that the important
contributions to the measured scan have been cor-
rectly taken into account in the calculation, and that
the true frequency of the TO phonon with zero wave
vector is very nearly 1.35 THz. This frequency,
indicated by the arrow in the figure, corresponds
to an intensity which is about 80% of the maximum
(above the assumed background) observed near 1.48
THz. Although we have not carried out calculations
for other values of g (for which small changes in
the details of our calculation for g =0 may be re-
quired), the similarity between the shapes of the
experimental results for different g along the trans-
verse (0, 0, r) branch, and the insensitivity to varia, —

tions in v~ of the calculated shapes for f =0, sug-
gest that a reasonable value for the true frequency
at each g is that appropriate to an intensity which
is approximately 80%0 of the maximum observed in
each scan. The (uncorrected) frequencies corre-
sponding to the positions of the intensity maxima
are plotted in Fig. 6.

In configuration III most of the measurements
were performed using the constant-energy method
with E fixed at 6 THz, although for small I q I and
for l q1 =0. 5(4v/v 3a) constant-Q measurements
were made. Neutron-scattering results near all
the lattice points 002 to the 007 were studied. It
is in this configuration that the transverse modes,
having wave vectors in and polarizations perpendicu-
lar to the basal plane, were investigated. As was
mentioned above, well-defined neutron groups are
expected for small Iql. However, even at rather
large Iq I well-defined, though broadened, groups
were observed as indicated in Fig. 3(a) where a
constant-energy scan is shown, and in Fig. 3(b)
where a constant-Q scan for l ql =0. 5 (4r/v3a) is
shown. This latter scan corresponds to a wave-
vector magnitude equal to that appropriate for the
Brillouin-zone boundary in the [100] direction, i.e. ,
the M point. It is worth mentioning that constant-
Q scans were carried out at the M point because
the dispersion surfaces at that point for both the
acoustic and optic modes have horizontal tangents.

The general picture that emerges from the data
obtained in configuration QI is close to that antici-
pated. That is, at low Iql, e.g. , ~0. 2(4v/&3a),
the TA, end TO~ dispersion surfaces are very iso-
tropic so that the widths of the measured neutron
groups were mainly due to the instrumental resolu-
tion. As I ql increases the observed peak width
increases, indicating a small departure from per-
fect isotropy. In this case a high-resolution con-
stant-Q scan would measure the distribution of fre-
quencies for those TA, (or TOJ modes which all
have the same lql. In the early phases of this
work we carried out calculations of such distribution
functions, using several preliminary force models
and a modification of the frequency-distribution
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calculation method outlined by Raubenheimer and
Gilat, ' in order to investigate the shapes to be ex-
pected for them. One result which is typical of
those obtained is shown in Fig. 4. Most of the
scans actually obtained in configuration III near the
IqI shown in Fig. 4 were constant-energy scans.
Nevertheless, the calculations did at least indicate
that the distribution of frequencies between the ex-
treme values, corresponding here to wave vectors
along [100] and [110] directions, was reasonably
uniform. When smeared out by the instrumental
resolution, such a frequency distribution may be ex-
pected to give rise to a neutron group whose peak
position would be intermediate between the values
of these extreme frequencies and whose width
would be proportional to the departure from isotropy
of the dispersion surface.

As Iql is increased the neutron groups continue
toberatherwelldefinedupto tql =0. 5(4v/v3a). Any

I q I larger than this value is beyond the Brillouin-zone
boundary and the dispersion curves for q along the
[100] and [110] directions are no longer nearly
superimposed. In fact, no easily interpretable
neutron groups were obtained for ) ql &0.5(4v/~3a).
The results of the measurements in configuration
III are shown in Fig. 6 by open circles for IqI ~
0. 2(4v/v Sa) and by bars, representing the widths
at half-intensity of the neutron groups observed,
for 0. 2(4v/v3a) & Iql -0.5(4v/v3a).

Configuration IV is similar to II except that Q
(and q) is in the basal plane. In this configuration
constant-energy scans were carried out with E
fixed at 6 or 3. 3 THz to study the LA and lowest-
frequency LO modes having wave vectors in the
basal plane. For reasons already mentioned above
for configuration II, the phonon wave vector is not
mell defined in configuration IV. However, similar
to observations for configuration II, there are ranges
for v and q where no phonon scattering is expected.
For example, at a point Q=(1+/, I+), 0)4v/v3a,
just beyond the 110 ring, the shortest wave vector

of a phonon that can contribute to the scattering is
(f, $, 0)4v/~3a. Any other wave vector connecting
this Q with a point on the 110 ring is longer, and
therefore belongs to a phonon having a frequency
higher than that with the wave vector (f, ), 0)4v/~3a.
If the energy transfer of the neutron (Eo —E )jh= v

is chosen so that the frequency v is smaller than
v~(f), the frequency of the longitudinal (110) branch
at g, no scattering will be observed. Then as f is
reduced, as in a constant-energy scan, a rapid in-
crease in the neutron-scattering intensity will occur

IA

23
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7 8 9
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FIG. 4. Calculated frequency distribution for TA& branch
for I q I =0.35(4vrv 3(z).
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when g reaches a value so that v= vz, (|;). For still
smaller f the intensity may remain high, even
though v will then be greater than v~(g), because
of the scattering from longitudinal and transverse
modes with wave vectors out of the scattering plane.
The intensity will then drop abruptly inside the 110
ring for Q = (1 —f, 1 —1', 0)4v/W3a when again v &

vi(l).
Numerical calculations of the scattering expected

for such constant-energy scans are also described
in the Appendix. The results of a calculation carried
out for the (f, 1', 0) LO mode which is degenerate
with the TO (0, 0, 1') branch at 1' =0 are compared
to the experimental results in Fig. 5. The calcu-
lated intensity distribution when added to a slightly
sloping background is in excellent agreement with
the experimental results. The intensity of the cal-
culated curve was scaled to reproduce approximately
the maximum experimental intensity. One common
and expected feature of all such calculations is the
small shift of the peak position toward values of
f smaller than those which correspond to the true
values defined by v = vA(l'). The corrected experi-
mental results obtained for the longitudinal branches
are shown in Fig. 6, where f is expressed in units
appropriate for the [100] direction. Data were
obtained near the 110, 111, and 100 rings. Well-
defined peaks were observed at low frequency, but
the intensity decreased so rapidly with increasing
frequency that reliable data could not be obtained
above -12 THz.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

A. Force Models and Data Analysis

A perspective illustration which shows the posi-
tions of the atoms in graphite is given in Fig. V.

The atoms labeled A, B, C, and D are all in the
same primitive unit cell. Atoms B, E (and E ), F,
and C are, respectively, the first, second, third,
and fourth nearest neighbors of A. In the present
work we have limited our consideration to force
models which include interactions extending to the
fourth-nearest-neighbor atoms. This is a natural
limitation because the shortest distance between
adjacent basal planes (i. e. , between A and C) cor-
responds to the fourth-nearest~eighbor distance,
and it is certainly desirable to include this inter-
action in any force model of graphite. On the other
hand, with the small amount of data available, con-
sideration of additional interactions between more
distant neighbors either in the same basal plane
or in adjacent planes would be fruitless. We also
have not considered models which allow for the
possible existence of long-range electrostatic forces
or of the polarizability of atoms as has been used
in the shell models applied to diamond.

The force-constant matrices of a general tensor
force model for graphite are given in Table I. Ac-
tually this model is not rigorously complete because
the symmetry of the graphite lattice would allow cer-
tain second-neighbor force constants to be different,
e. g. , those between B-B can be different from
those between A-E . However, if we could ignore
the influence of the adjacent planes on the interac-
tions within a plane, these two sets of force con-
stants could be assumed to be identical. In any
event, even with this assumption there are 12 inde-
pendent force constants in the model and further
approximations are desi rable.

Two models which are special cases of a general
tensor force model are commonly used: the bond-
bending and bond-stretching model (BBS) and the
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axially symmetric model (AS). The details of the
BBS model as applied to graphite have been de-
scribed most recently by Young and Koppel. Their
model is equivalent to the following restrictions:

2
Pq=6P, , ye=3

3 j. j. I
+2 & P'0 P2 +O'0 Y2 9 P' $ ~2 4 P'0

TABLE I. General force-constant matrices for graphite.
0 = 245K
co ~6.70~

Neighbor
relative to

origin atom~

first

second

third

fourth

Coordinate of
typical atom

B'. (-a/~3, o, o)

E: (O, g, o)

F: (2g/W3, 0, 0)

C: (0, 0, yc)

Matrix
elements

&(0 0
o p, o
0 0

n, ~, p

~2 p2 0
0 0

n30 0
0 p, p

0 0 'V3

o'4 0 0
p n4p
0 0 y4
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~Atom A in Fig. 7.
FIG. 7. Perspective drawing showing positions of the

atoms in graphite.
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o's = Ps=rs=0
J

=Oy y4

1
&&=Cry

2&3=4~
s&s=4.y

4+4 sty

where

Pi =4~1

2P2= 4, ~

Ps=(t)~s

4y4=4r

1
r&=4&

2r2=4~

rs=4~

and ~„is the distance between atoms which are the
nth nearest neighbors of each other. In this model
the force constants for the B-B and A-E interac-
tions are necessarily identical.

The BBS model is more appealing on physical
grounds because it appears to be a natural conse-
quence of the concept of strong covalent bonding
between carbon atoms. However, this model as
previously formulated neglects the third-neighbor
interactions while a part of the fourth-neighbor in-
teraction is included. Also for this model the elas-
tic constant C«=0 because @4=0 and y, =-6y~. In-
cluding bond-stretching forces between more dis-
tant neighbors does not remedy this nonphysical
property. Furthermore, early in this work it was
found that the shapes of the TA, and TO, branches,
which depend only on y„y&, and ys, could not be
satisfactorily reproduced with the restriction y,
= -6y~ even for ys 0. Thus the analysis of the data
presented here has been carried out in terms of an
AS model.

The AS model, while not as physically appealing
as the BBS model, is a somewhat more general
model for vibrations perpendicular to the basal
plane since no relation between the y, 's (hereafter
P', ) is imposed; also $4, 4 0 thereby giving a finite
C«. Actually the f15& constants are not independent
because the initial slope at q-0 of the TA, branch,
which depends only on (t),', ft) „andQ„and that of
the TA(00&) branch, which depends only on Pt, are

Here K is the bond-stretching force constant between

nearest neighbors such as A-B, p. is a bond-bending

force constant which describes the force necessary
to change the angle formed by the A-B and A-B
bonds, p, is a bond-bending force constant which

describes the force necessary to displace an atom
along the c axis relative to its nearest neighbors
in the same plane, and ~ is a bond-stretching force
constant between nearest neighbors on adjacent
planes such as A-C. Note that for this model y,
=-6y .

In the AS model it is assumed that there is a two-

body potential function V(r) which describes the
forces between any pair of atoms and which depends

only on the distance between the atoms. This as-
sumption leads to the following restrictions:

both determined by C«. Thus one finds for the AS

(and the general tensor) model,

Q, =(~P, +Spt+2$, )a /c .
The data obtained here can be naturally subdivided

into small portions each of which relates rather
directly to only a few of the force constants. Thus
the analysis was carried out in several stages, and

at each stage only those force constants which
strongly influenced the portion of the data being
analyzed were evaluated. First the constants f',
and P„were determined from a least-squares analy-
sis of the data obtained for the longitudinal and
transverse branches along [001] that were studied
in configurations I and II. Then, keeping these
constants fixed, P'„Q„andQ, were determined
from an analysis of the TA, and TO, branches with
the restriction expressed in Eq. (1) included. In
this part of the analysis we required the calculated
dispersion curves to be isotropic within the widths
of the neutron groups observed in configuration III.

Finally, the force constants Q'„, f„,and (t)„were
determined by a least-squares fitting of the longi-
tudinal modes studied in configuration IV with all
the other constants held fixed at the values deter-
mined by the methods mentioned above. However,
since only very limited information for these modes
was available in the neutron measurements, the
value of the Raman frequency' (1575 cm ') and the
value of the elastic constant C~ measured by Sel-
din" were included in this stage of the analysis.
The lines in Fig. 6 show the fit to the neutron data
obtained with this model.

The values obtained for all the force constants
are given in Table II. The errors given in Table
D are estimates which include experimental uncer-
tainties and the variations in the parameters which
were obtained when the procedures of the analyses
were varied slightly from the procedure described
above. The Q„', (t)„and Q„parameters are rather
poorly determined by the sparse data presently
available for the longitudinal modes in the basal
plane. It is difficult to make a direct comparison
of the values of these constants and those of the
BBS model reported by Young and Koppel since
the two models are based on different general
physical assumptions. About all that can be con-
cluded generally is that those constants which de-
scribe similar atomic motions in the two models,
i.e. , that of one atom relative to another, have

TABLE II. Force constants for graphite (10 dyn/cm).

3.62 (+25%) -O. 037 (+100%)
Qg 1.99 (+3%) Q3 o. 288 (+3%)

1.33 (+3O%) y4 0. 058 (+2%)
Qt —0.520 (+3%) o. oo77 (+5%)
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similar orders of magnitude. Moreover, the re-
strictions of the BBS model, 6$, =-(It)', and p& =0,
as mentioned above are not compatible with the
results obtained here for the TA, and TO, branches.
Indeed, the restriction imposed by Eq. (1) gives
6P, +4/, =-QI, since Q't=0 (i.e. , o4 —-0) in com-
parison to the other constants in Eq. (1). Thus if
$,=0, the restrictions of the two models on the
z displacements would be very similar. The rela-
tively large magnitude of Q, indicates that there
is a significant force in the z direction on atom A

when atom F is displaced in the z direction. In
terms of a bonding picture the existence of such a
force could perhaps be interpreted to mean that a
bond such as E -B possesses a considerable resis-
tance to twisting.

B. Calculations from Model

A calculation of the entire dispersion relation
for graphite in the [100], [110], and [001] directions
is shown in Fig. 8. In the [100] and [110] direc-
tions there are ].2 distinct frequencies for each
wave vector. However, because of the very small
magnitude of Q„modes corresponding to atomic
displacements parallel to the basal planes are nearly
degenerate in pairs except at low frequencies near
I'. Each line in Fig. 8 which goes to any one of
the four highest frequencies at M represents such

a pair.
Obviously the neutron measurements shown in

Fig. 6 correspond to a very small portion of the
frequency range encompassed by the normal modes
in graphite. Thus the absolute accuracy of the de-
rived force constants and, hence, of the calculated
high-frequency branches is very difficult to assess.
However, several seemingly reliable neutron groups
were observed in our experiments on the TO, branch
for v-17-30 THz. The results were not used in the
fitting analysis but nevertheless they are in fairly
good agreement (-5%) with the calculated curves.
Furthermore, the optical data, which were used in
the fitting analysis, accurately pin down the location
of the highest-frequency branch (LO) at I". On the
other hand, the AS model was found to be inadequate
when used in an analysis of a rather complete mea-
surement of the dispersion relation of the hexagonal
metal Tb, and there is no reason to expect such
a model to be more reliable for graphite. Thus,
while the qualitative features of the high-frequency
region of the calculated dispersion relation may be
reliable, the details of these curves should be in-
terpreted with caution.

It is interesting to note that one consequence of
the extreme anisotropy of the forces in graphite
is the almost quadratic form of the dispersion re-
lation at small q for the TA~ branch. For small
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FIG. 8. Phonon dispersion relation
for graphite in the [001], [100), and
[110]directions as calculated with the
fourth-nearest-neighbor AS model dis-
cussed in the text.
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LATTICE DYNAMICS OF PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE

TABLE III. Elastic constants for graphite (10 dyn/cm ).

C33

C44

C66

Calculated from
force model

144 +20
3.71+0.05
0.46 + 0. 02

46

Measured by
velocity of sound

106+ 2

3.65+0.1
0.40+ 0. 04

44+2

~Error estimates based on error of neutron data.
E. S. Seld jn.

q, this branch has the form

pQAq +Bq (2)

as shown previously by Komatsu' using an elasticity
theory for graphite which did include a finite C«.
At very small q, v varies linearly with q, as it must
because of the term WAq. However, the coefficient
A, which is proportional to C«and hence proportion-
al to the small constant (II), through the linear com-
bination of the PI's given in Eq. (1), is very much
smaller than B which is given by a different linear
combination of the very large constants fII) &, (t) „and

Thus as q increases, the Bq term soon dom-
inates in Eq. (2) to give vo. q . While this qualitative
behavior is predicted by Komatsu's theory, the quan-
titative agreement between his calculations and our
measurements is not good because he used values
for C«which apparently are not appropriate for
the pyrolytic graphite used in this work.

The elastic constants of graphite which are cal-
culated with the AS model are compared to the mea-
surements of Seldin« in Table III. The agreement
between the two sets of constants is rather good
except for C«. This constant gives the initial slope
of the LA branch in the [100] direction and in the

present work is determined by the data obtained
in configuration IV. These data are the most dif-
ficult of those obtained in this experiment to inter-
pret reliably, so that the discrepancy may not be
unreasonable. However, the excellent agreement
obtained between the calculated and measured neu-
tron-intensity distributions, as illustrated in Fig. 5,
leads us to suspect that the true value of C« for
graphite is probably intermediate between the val-
ues given in the table.

The frequency-distribution function g(v) was cal-
culated from the AS model using the method described
by Raubenheimer and Gilat appropriately modified
for the graphite lattice. The results are illustrated
in Fig. 9. The general features of this g(v) and that
calculated by Young and Koppel are very different,
although both distributions have pronounced peaks
near -4, -14, and -48 THz.

The lattice specific heat at constant volume C„has
been calculated with the g(v) obtained in this work.
One of the interesting features of the experimental
results for C„is the transition from a T behavior
expected for any solid at very low temperatures
to an almost T behavior at higher temperatures
(10 K) expected for a two-dimensional lattice. The
calculated C„reproduces almost exactly the observed
behavior as illustrated in Fig. 10 where the experi-
mental results for natural graphite, ' corrected
for an electronic contribution using y = 0. 6 x 10'
caldeg /mole, " are also shown. .

IV. SUMMARY

The frequencies of certain normal modes of vi-
bration of the graphite l.attice have been studied
on samples of high-quality pyrolytic graphite by
neutron-coherent inelastic- scattering techniques.
Some of the data are not compatible with certain

3
O

O
FIG. 9. Frequency-distribution function

for graphite calculated with the fourth-
nearest-neighbor AS model.
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restrictions imposed by the valence-bond model
as presented by Young and Koppel. ' Therefore,
the data have been analyzed in terms of a simple
axially symmetric Born-von K5rmln force-constant
model. The results show that appreciable interac-
tions exist between third nearest neighbors in the
basal plane. The force model has been used to
calculate a frequency-distribution function and the
lattice specific heat of graphite. These calculations
are in excellent agreement with the specific heat
measured for natural graphite in the temperature
range 1.5-300 'K.
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APPENDIX

The intensity I observed for a given setting (e.g. ,
r, Q) of the neutron spectrometer is given by the
convolution of the scattering cross section 0 with
the resolution function of the spectrometer R cen-
tered on (r, Q), "viz. ,

I(v, Q) = fR(v+hv, Q+AQ)o(v+Av, Q+AQ) EQ&v.

(Al)
The resolution function can, to a very good approxi-
mation, be described by a Gaussian-like function
in four dimensions as

4

R(v+&v, Q+4Q) =R, exp(--,' Z ~rrrXr!X!) r (A2)
k, 1=1

where X, = &Q„,X2 = &Q„X,= &Q„andX, = W.
Ro and M„, are involved functions of such instrumen-
tal parameters as the mosaic spreads and d spac-
ings of the monochromator and analyzer crystals,
the beam divergencies' ko, k', etc. For the case
of one-phonon scattering by a single crystal. it is
often sufficient in the evaluation of I(r, Q) merely
to replace 0 by a 5 function, thereby ensuring that
only those points (r + 4 v, Q+ 4Q) which coincide
with the phonon dispersion relation (or surface) are
included in the integration. In the present problem,
however, for configuration II (and IV) in Fig. 1, we
must take into account the orientation randomness
of the sample as well as the fact that the cross sec-
tion depends on the phonon frequency and on the
orientation of the phonon polarization vector e with
respect to Q+AQ. To describe the calculations
carried out we will consider the case of Q at the 111
ring. It is also convenient to define an orthogonal (xyz)
coordinate system with the origin located at Q, the in-
tersection of the 111ring and the scattering plane (de-
finedbythe vectorslroandk~ inFig. 1), andwithxpar-

allel to the c axis, y perpendicular to the 111ring, and
z perpendicular to the scattering plane.

For graphite the 111 point corresponds to a Bril-
louin-zone origin (rT=0) near which the TO (0, 0, f)
modes would be studied because the structure fac-
tor is large for neutron scattering by these modes.
In fact with the geometry under discussion, scat-
tering is produced by any optic phonon polarized
nearly perpendicular to the c axis and having a
wave vector terminating within the limits of the
instrumental resolution. The only such modes
we need to consider in addition to the TO (0, 0, g)
mode, are the LO and TO (often called TO„)modes,
which have wave vectors in or nearly in the basal
plane and which are degenerate at q=0 with the
TO (0, 0, f) branch. On the basis of our experimen-
tal observations, together with various model cal-
culations, it appears that to a good approximation
the dispersion surfaces for these modes are qua-
dratic for small wave-vector components in the
basal plane. Also, since the dispersion relation
for the TO (0, 0, I') branch near rl =0 varies slowly
with I' (our x coordinate) the dispersion surface
near 111 for the TO„branch can be approximated
by r r= v, +rxr(y +z'), where the dependence on x
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the measured specific heat and
that calculated from the frequency distribution function
shown in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 11. Schematic diagram illustrating some of the
important geometrical factors considered in the calculated
intensity vs frequency curve for the TO(00() branch at
5=0

vr = vp + 0 r[y'+(z —z)']

6 Vr = Vp
—V + Q r[y + (Z Z) ]

(AS)

has been neglected, a& is a constant appropriate
to the transverse branch, and vp is the q =0 fre-
quency. If the position of the center of the resolu-
tion function on the frequency axis is denoted v,
then b vr ——vp —v+or(y +z ). A similar expression
holds for the LO branch.

To take into account the orientation randomness
of the sample, we assume that any point, for ex-
ample z, on the z axis is an origin for a dispersion
surface. The corresponding expressions for v~
and 4v become

tegrating Eq. (Al) over z .
After one makes a transformation from the bQ„,

4Q„4Q,coordinates to the xyz coordinates, there-
by changing M» to M~, the intensity observed when
the resolution function is centered on the point (v, Q)
can be written formally as

f(V, Q}=f [wr cos @r R(x, y, z, avr')

+ w& cos g & R(x, y, z, b vi', )] dx dy dz dz, (A5)

where the hv's and Q's are given by Eqs. (AS) and
(A4) and their obvious extensions to the branch having
the other polarization. Since we have assumed 5
functions for the widths of the dispersion surfaces,
the integration over Av in Eq. (Al) merely results
in a replacement of &v in R by the expressions for
Avr (and hvz} given in Eq. (AS). The w's are fre-
quency-dependent weighting factors which have the
form

wr=[1+(e"" r" 1) —'] /vr

Using the assumptions mentioned above, and noting
that the form of the exponents of R excludes the ex-
istence of a line in the four-dimensional space xyz v

along which the exponent remains finite for xyz -~,
one can carry out the integration over x and z in-
dividually and analytically. With the substitution
s =z —z, the only term in the integral that depends
explicitly on z is of the form

N gg(g~2I2 Ng g(g ~ - s)2I2

The integral over z then eliminates Mgg from the
remaining calculation, which involves the numerical
integrations over the variables y and s.

The result of a constant Q calculation of I vs v

for the conditions used in this experiment and for
vp=1. 35 THz is shown in Fig. 12. The values we

The intersection of one such surface with the yz
plane is illustrated in Fig. 11. There are obviously
many such surfaces which pass through the point
(y, z), each corresponding to a different z and hence
each having a different v~. In addition, the polariza-
tion-dependent part of the cross section, i.e. ,
[(Q+hQ) e], whichisproportionaltocos Q, where
P is the angle between Q+ a/ and e, also obviously
depends strongly on z . For example, for a trans-
verse mode having a wave vector in the yz plane,

cos'yr=(z' —z)'j[y'+(z'-z)'] . (A4)

o

O

u)

IJJ

Z

2.5

2.0

TRUE FREQUENCY AT 0=0

We further assume that all modes are purely longi-
tudinal or purely transverse, independent of the
orientation of the wave vector q, and that the domi-
nant influence of cos Q on the intensity calculation
can be retained by ignoring the dependence of cos Q
on x for those wave vectors which are tilted slightly
out of the basal plane. The influence of the orienta-
tion randomness is therefore accounted for by in-

0.5

0,5 1.0 3.5 2.0
FREQUENCY (THz)

2.5 3.0

FIG. 12. Calculated intensity distribution for a con-
stant-Q scan of the TO(00k) branch for K =0.
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used for the constants e& and oL, were based on the
shapes of dispersion surfaces for the v~ and VL

branches that were calculated from the force-con-
stant-model fit to our data. The maximum intensity
occurs at a frequency higher than vp mainly for two

rather obvious reasons. First, even for a single
crystal of graphite, the dispersion surfaces for VL,

and v& are very steep so that the resolution function
samples an appreciable number of modes having
frequencies higher than v, . Second, because of the
orientation randomness, for any frequency v greater
than vp there is a v& = v mode having a wave vector
which falls within the resolution (from an origin z )
and having a favorable polarization. The long in-
tensity tail at high frequencies is due mainly to the
latter effect.

In carrying out this calculation we have fixed the
paramete rs specifying the resolution function at those

values which are appropriate for a measurement of vp

=1.35 THz, i.e. , we have not taken into account,
for example, the dependence of the resolution on
k for v& vo. Thus the relative intensity calculated
for v appreciably greater than vp is subject to some
error. However, the excellent agreement found

between the calculated peak shape and the experi-
mental results (see Fig. 2) for v near vo indicates
that this error and those arising from the assump-
tions mentioned above are probably insignificant
for our purposes.

The calculations for the constant-E scans of the
LO phonons near the (111) ring were carried out
similarly, but with the exception that the intensity
was computed for the resolution function centered
on differing points along the y axis with v fixed.
These calculations are also in very good agreement
with the measurements as shown in Fig. 5.
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Theory of Critical-Fluctuation-Enhanced Raman Scattering by Phonons in NH48r
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The hypothesis due to Wang and Fleury that the Raman scattering from the 56-cm ~ phonon
in NH4Br is enhanced by critical fluctuations in the neighborhood of the transition temperature
is derived from a theory of Raman scattering from phonons in a system with partially dis-
ordered force constants, by making some reasonable assumptions about the behavior of the
polarizability as a function of ammonium-ion orientation.

Ammonium bromide crystallizes in a CsCl struc-
ture lattice below 457. 7 K. ' Since the ammonium
ion is of tetrahedral symmetry, it has two possi-
ble orientations in its cubic environment. Below
a temperature of 235 K, the ammonium ions in
rows parallel to one of the crystallographic axes
(let us call it the z axis) order such that all the

ions in a given row are oriented the same way and
ions in neighboring rows have opposite orienta-
tion. ' Wang and Fleury found that above this
transition temperature, in addition to a first-order
Haman spectrum reflecting the single-phonon den-
sity of states because of the breakdown of f conser-
vation, there is a fairly well-defined phonon peak


